DOUBLE "OPEN"

SPIRAL

SEPARATOR

HT-50
Operates by Gravity

No Power Required

⇒ Capacity 50 BPH

This Separator is used for removing giant morning glory from soybeans. Removes mustard, wild peas, vetch, cockle, soybeans or any round seed from wheat, rye, barley, oats, flaxseed and other grains, screenings or seeds.

Operates by gravity . . . The Double separator contains two units of spirals fed from a large hopper at the top, with an adjustable feed plate for each unit. The seed leaving the hopper runs over a cone divider which spreads the feed evenly to each of the five flights in each unit. Going down the flights the round kernels travel at a much faster speed than the kernels which are not round. Their momentum increases until the round seeds run over the edge of the inner spirals, drop into the outer spiral, and discharge through a spout at the bottom side of the machine. The non-round seed remains on the small flights and slides down to a separate discharge spout at the bottom center of the unit.

No power required . . . Since there are no moving parts, no power is required to operate the machine. When the feed has been properly set, the separator continues to operate automatically as long as there is grain in the hopper. Constructed of galvanized non-rust iron in a strong steel frame.
Different pitched spiral core flighting can be offered.
(This flighting can be furnished in Galvanized metal up to 22 gauge & 26 gauge Stainless)

⇒ Figure based on average precleaned soybean seed but may vary depending on precleaning quality, type seed, or required quality of final product.
Basic HT-50 Double Open Spiral Separator (Material Path)

- Feed Flow Control Plate
- Feed Cut off Cone
- Rounds Let Down Spiral Pan
- Rounds & Unrounds Material Hopper
- Rounds Discharge Spout
- Unrounds Exit Spout